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11 Quality improvement from the 
viewpointt of statistical method 

"Statisticall  method from the viewpoint of quality control" was the title of Shewhart's 
19399 book; I chose to paraphrase it in the title of this thesis. Apart from inspiring 
thee title of this thesis, Shewhart as well suggested its objective, when he declared his 
intentionn to understand "(..) the operation of control as a scientific procedure" (ibid., 
p.. 23). 
Fromm the work of Shewhart on, statistical methods have been generally applied in 
qualityy control and improvement. This has led to the formulation of 'strategies' or 
'programmes',, such as Statistical Process Control, Taguchi's methods, the Shainin Sys-
temm and the Six Sigma programme. These programmes place statistical techniques 
forr the collection and analysis of measurements in a coherent strategy for the control 
and/orr improvement of the quality of products and processes. Statistical programmes 
forr quality improvement are the subject of this research. 
Thee objective of the thesis could loosely be stated to be the formulation of a method-
ologicall  framework for statistical quality improvement strategies. Such a framework 
shouldd provide definitions of relevant concepts, methodological rules and heuristics, 
bothh to help the practitioner carry out an improvement project, and as a paradigm for 
thee researcher. The basic assumption that underlies this research is that quality im-
provementt projects are empirical inquiry and that statistical method is applied in this 
context.. The literature on empirical inquiry is taken as a starting point to construct the 
framework. . 
Inn this first chapter I work towards a more thorough statement of the objective of the 
thesis.. First, I elucidate the terms in the thesis's title, namely quality improvement and 
statisticall  method. The latter leads the discussion to the so-called 'scientific method'. 
Hereuponn I have sufficient material to state the objective of the thesis. An outline of 
thee thesis and a brief discussion of Shewhart's work conclude the chapter. 

1.11 Quality improvement 

Qualityy could be described as: fitness for use (Juran, 1989, ch. 2). The concept is 
appliedd to products, which could be goods, advice or services. The use of a product 
iss dependent on a customer, where customer should be taken in a broad sense, and 
includess external customers — such as consumers, the government or society as a 
wholee — and internal customers (persons within the company). Juran discerns two 
directionss in the use of the word quality: 
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1.. The extent to which features of a certain type of product comply with the de-
mandss of a customer. 

2.. The extent to which an individual product is free of defects. 

Thesee two senses are named 'quality of design' and 'quality of conformance' by Mont-
gomeryy (1991, p. 2). In the first sense, a Mercedes could be said to be of a higher quality 
thann a Citroen 2CV for a customer who has high demands on safety and performance. 
However,, in the second sense an individual Mercedes could be of worse quality than 
ann individual 2CV. In this thesis the term quality is taken in both senses. 
Qualityy management is the aggregate of actions that lead to quality. It consists, accord-
ingg to Juran (1989, ch. 2), of three processes: 

1.. Quality planning: the determination of the needs of the customers and the devel-
opmentt of the products and processes which are required to comply with these 
needs. . 

2.. Quality control: the reaction to irregularities in the production process. This con-
sistss of three steps: 

oo Evaluate the current quality level; 
oo Compare the current quality level with objectives; 
oo Correct the difference. 

3.. Quality improvement: an organised change to increase the quality to unprece-
dentedd levels ('breakthrough'). It is this process which is the central theme in 
thiss thesis. 

Qualityy control is an ongoing and on-line operation. If, in the course of this opera-
tion,, an opportunity is encountered to improve the process, this opportunity is taken. 
Thiss opportunistic and reactive approach differs from quality improvement, where 
improvementt opportunities are sought systematically and off-line. "(..) control con-
sistss more of fully exercising present capabilities and maintaining them at their op-
timumm level, while improvement consists more of actually raising these capabilities" 
(Ishikawa,, 1990, p. 201). Quality improvement is best achieved by working in projects 
(Juran,, 1989, ch. 3). 
Qualityy control and quality improvement cannot be seen isolated from each other. 
Problemss that are repeatedly encountered in quality control can be tackled systemati-
callyy in a quality improvement project, whereas the results of a quality improvement 
projectt should be used to improve the quality control system. In the opinion of many 
authors,, an adequate quality control system is a first requisite for a process and im-
provementt projects should not be initiated before this requisite is met, because "(..) 
itt wil l be impossible even to figure out where to start improving, and the resulting 
benefitss wil l be unclear even if improvements are achieved" (Ishikawa, 1990, p. 201). 
Thee nature of quality planning, quality control and quality improvement, and their 
relations,, are depicted in figure 1.1. 
Note:: Montgomery (1991, p. 3) defines quality improvement as "the reduction of vari-
abilityy in processes and products." This definition is both wider in a sense and more 
narroww in a sense. It is more narrow in that it apparently excludes improvements such 
ass problem solving, optimisation of the yield of a process and reduction of cycle time. 
Itt is wider in that it includes quality control. Montgomery continues: "Since variation 
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Figuree 1.1 The relation between quality planning, control and improvement (after Juran, 1989). 

cann only be described in statistical terms, statistical methods are of considerable use in 
quality-improvementt efforts." This seems to overlook the fact that empirical inquiry 
inn general seeks to describe and explain variation (be it in statistical terms, or in terms 
off  differential equations or other models). Below I propose a different link between 
statisticall  method and quality improvement. 

1.22 Statistical method 

Statisticss offers a range of methods for the collection, presentation and analysis of 
data1.. Underlying these methods is the framework of mathematics and mathemati-
call  modelling. 
Typicallyy in statistical methods, a major role is played by the notion of uncertainty and 
thee mathematical solution to deal with it, namely: probability, and — closely linked 
—— the concept of random variation. This uncertainty arises when one realises that an 
actuall  data set is just a specimen of a set of possible outcomes that one might have 
obtainedd in the given situation just as well. As a consequence, inferences which are 
madee from data should take into consideration not only the data themselves, but also 
thee alternative outcomes that would have been possible. Statistical method does this 
—— and by doing so enables an assessment of the reliability of a certain inference — by 
regardingg observed data as realisations of random variables. 

Thee connection between quality improvement and statistical method is provided by 
thee chosen line of approach of this thesis, namely, that quality improvement projects 
cann be regarded as empirical inquiry and that it is in this context that statistical method 
iss applied in quality improvement. Consequently, I study quality improvement from 

Thiss paragraph is partly based on Lehmann (1988). 
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thee viewpoint of the scientific method for empirical inquiry and I take the literature on 
thiss subject as a starting point to build a methodological framework. Statistical method 
ass part of scientific method is described in, for instance, Good (1988) and Mayo (1996). 
Inn quality improvement, the suggestion to consider statistical method in the context 
off  scientific method was supported by, for example, Box and Liu (1999), who refer 
too statistics as "a catalyst for learning by scientific method." Hereafter, I introduce 
scientificc method and then specify the role of statistical method in it. 

1.33 Scientific method 

Thatt there is one methodology that can be referred to as 'The Scientific Method' seems 
too be a hard case to make. First of all, when statisticians refer to scientific method, 
theyy usually refer to the approach that is followed in the empirical sciences, such as the 
naturall  sciences and major parts of the social sciences2. In this thesis this restricted 
meaningg of the word science is maintained. 
Secondly,, socio-historical research, for instance by Kuhn (1970), has shown that the 
praxiss of research in the empirical sciences cannot be completely characterised by a 
methodd which is solely based on the internal logic of the research process. Moreover, 
aa number of persistent problems with proposed accounts of scientific inference has 
preventedd philosophers of science to come up with a reasonably uncontroversial ac-
countt of empirical inquiry. In the light of this, some relativisation seems in place when 
talkingg about scientific method, and the phrase 'scientific approach' might be a better 
justifiedd designation. I maintain the former anyway because the approach is usually 
referredd to in the statistical sciences under this name. 
Empiricall  investigation by scientific method is — for the purpose of this thesis — char-
acterisedd by its function and its method. These are closely linked with the ontological 
assumptionn which underlies empirical research, namely that the object of study is in-
variablee and especially, that it is independent of our knowledge about it. 

1.3.11 Function of empirical inquiry 

Thee function of an empirical investigation is to explain empirical phenomena and, as a 
consequence,, predict and control such phenomena (see, e.g., De Groot, 1961, p. 19; Van 
denn Bersselaar, 1997, p. 43; Kerlinger and Lee, 2000, p. 11). 
Explanationn should be contrasted with description: scientific research aims to answer 
thee question why?, rather than what? Explanations provide understanding by show-
ingg that the phenomena to be explained should be expected as a consequence of the 
generall  laws of nature (Kitcher, 1998). Hempel (1966, ch. 5) proposes the deductive-
nomologkall  pattern as a model for explanation. An explanation would be an argu-
mentt in which the phenomenon to be explained ('explanandum') is deduced from a 
numberr of statements (the 'explanans'). The explanans consists of a number of uni-
versall  laws and a number of other statements which make assertions about particular 

2Thee hermeneutical method, which is at the basis of research in the interpretative sciences such as 
historyy and literature, serves as an example that the empirical method is not the only scientific method. 
Otherr methods include phenomenology, dialectics, and the reconstructive methods which are used in 
sciencess such as mathematics, linguistics and computer science. Van den Bersselaar (1997) gives an 
overview. . 
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factss or circumstances. For instance, the fact that 4 is not prime (explanandum) can be 
deducedd from the universal law "Al l even integers greater than 2 are not prime" and 
thee particular statements "4 is an even integer" and "4 is greater than 2". 
Hempel'ss account, modelling explanation in purely logical terms, was abandoned in 
modernn day philosophy of science, but the idea that explanation consists in subsum-
ingg phenomena under a covering law has found wide appeal (see Kitcher, 1998, for an 
overvieww of recent accounts of explanation). Salmon (1984) proposes the Statistical-
Relevancee (S-R) model as a basis for explanation. In this model, a requisite for expla-
nationn is that factors which are statistically relevant are cited. A factor C is statistically 
relevantt to the occurrence of B under circumstances A if and only if P(B\A, C) ^ 
P(B\P(B\ A, not C) (Salmon, 1984, p. 33). A specifies the population that is considered, that 
is,, the circumstances under which the explanatory relations are supposed to hold. 
Forr Salmon, in order for an explanation to be satisfactory, it should contain causal rela-
tions.. The troublesome concept of causation is described by Salmon using the notion 
off  mark transition. Loosely speaking, this defines a causal process as one that is able 
too transmit in space-time a modification of its structure (Salmon, pp. 153-155). The 
vieww that scientific explanations specify causal mechanisms has been held by many 
philosopherss (and undoubtedly by many scientists as well), but is severely criticised 
byy others, who call attention to accepted explanations that do not make reference to 
causall  dependence (e.g., functional explanations in biology; see Kitcher, 1998). 
Inn this thesis I accept the view that explanations are based on statistical relations as 
specifiedd by Salmon's S-R model. Furthermore, the importance of causal relations is 
accepted.. In my opinion, this model links on to the views held by many industrial 
statisticians.. Grounding explanation in statistical relations resembles, for instance, the 
imagee of causal explanation provided by Shewhart (1931, pp. 364-368). Shewhart 
makes,, however, an interesting addition. For Salmon, the ideal of explanation is to find 
allall  relevant factors, so that the remaining variation is essentially stochastic (Salmon, pp. 
37-38).. Shewhart, though sharing this ideal3, introduced the concept 'maximum con-
trol'' to describe the state of a process that behaves like a stochastic process (Shewhart, 
1931,, p. 146). A process in this state is still affected by causes, but none of these causes 
producess a predominating effect. As a consequence, the aggregate of these causes be-
havess according to the normal distribution, whence the process is predictable. The 
levell  of explanation thus reached is a practical limit of what can be attained by em-
piricall  inquiry. In the appendix Shewhart's model — describing how far an inquirer 
shouldd go searching for causes — is presented. 

Byy uncovering relations in the system under study, explanations — together with the 
assumptionn that the object of study is invariable — make it possible to predict. Predic-
tionss have the same structure as explanations: where explanations show that observed 
phenomenaa follow from the laws underlying their behaviour, predictions show which 
unobservedunobserved phenomena would follow from these laws if conditions changed. Control 
consistss of the application of explanations and predictions for one's benefit, in that 
conditionss are changed in a way that has a positive predicted result. 

3Seee the last of the "six stages in the development of better ways and means of making use of past 
experience""  in Shewhart (1931, p. 352). 
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1.3.22 Method of empirical inquiry 

Thee view that knowledge is derived directly from observations, for instance by induc-
tivee reasoning, is now an obsolete view (cf. Popper, 1959, Hempel, 1966, or Chalmers, 
1999).. Rather, hypotheses are invented by a process of creative thinking. The rule 
thatt hypotheses are justified by the way they are arrived at is replaced by the notion 
thatt hypotheses should be tested by deducing measurable predictions from them and 
confrontingg these with observations. The fundamental methodological rule for empir-
icall  research is therefore: that conjectures should be tested against empirical evidence. 
(Popper,, 1959, p.59, uses the metaphor that hypotheses are "(..) nets cast to catch what 
wee call 'the world' ". Testing whether a hypothesis grasps a part of the world is similar 
too bringing in a net to see if one has caught any fish.) 
Inn Popper's view, a test of a conjecture against empirical evidence should be aimed 
att its falsification (because, when one limits oneself to purely logical argumentation, 
itt is not possible to confirm a hypothesis decisively4; see Popper, 1959, p. 41). Later 
philosopherss of science, e.g., Kuhn and Mayo, are less reluctant to call a hypothe-
siss which has passed several severe tests 'confirmed' (Mayo, 1996, ch. 2). In these 
accounts,, tests guide constructive criticism, and do not serve merely to refute false 
hypotheses. . 
Thee confrontation of hypotheses with empirical evidence, especially in the controlled 
conditionss of an experiment, is considered a very important part of scientific method. 
Thee rationale behind this view is that empirical evidence is based on real things, which 
aree entirely independent of our opinions about them. As a result, the confrontation of 
hypothesess with empirical evidence ensures that the scientific method is self-corrective 
andd objective (this is C.S. Peirce's error-correcting doctrine. Mayo, 1996, ch. 12, pro-
videss a recent discussion). It is this self-corrective property of the scientific method 
whichh ensures that different paths of investigation tend to converge (see Box, Hunter 
andd Hunter, 1978, ch. 1.2). 
Thee methodological rule that hypotheses should be tried against empirical evidence 
leadss to a series of additional requirements. An important methodological rule is that 
conceptss should be defined operationally. Other additional requirements, for instance 
thatt hypotheses should be inter-subjectively tested, and that conclusions should be 
peer-reviewed,, follow from the observation that experimenters have a certain amount 
off  freedom when performing tests or making conclusions from the results. Conclu-
sionss are, after all, never coerced by the results of an experiment, but always decided 
upon. . 

1.44 The role of statistical method in scientific inference 

Ass we have seen above scientific inquiry aims to find relations in the process (as a 
basiss for explain — predict —> control) by conducting experiments to test hypotheses. 
Thee resulting knowledge is appropriately named 'experimental knowledge' by Mayo 
(1996).. The acquisition of experimental knowledge poses an inquirer for a number of 
problemss he has to solve, such as: 

oo How to collect data? 

lThatt is, if it is in the form of a universal statement, which is the typical form of scientific hypotheses. 
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oo How many observations to make? 

oo How to isolate relevant features of the data? 

oo How to arrive at hypotheses? 

oo How to associate observations with the hypothesis under study? 

oo How to assess the 'validity' (in some sense) of the data? 

oo How to distinguish a real effect from mere chance? 

oo How to distinguish the true cause of a phenomenon from a number of possible 
causes? ? 

oo How to assess the reliability of a certain inference? 

oo How to assess the precision of a certain estimate? 

Thee role that statistical method plays in scientific inference, is that it provides canonical 
modelss and standard arguments that can be employed to solve questions such as the 
oness mentioned above. I provide some examples of the methods that are used in such 
arguments: : 

oo A collection of canonical models, such as the binomial model, the normal distribu-
tiontion and regression models. These models represent idealised processes. Assum-
ingg that the process under study behaves in approximately the same way as the 
canonicall  model enables an inquirer to base his arguments on the (much better 
knownn and simpler) canonical model, rather than on the real process. 

oo Standard methods to verify the assumption that the chosen model gives an adequate 
representationrepresentation of the true process, such as a normality test. 

oo Standard methods of associating properties of the model with the hypothesis of interest. 
Thee canonical models are chosen so, that their parameters often reflect real re-
searchh questions. For example, in situations which are modelled as a binomial 
experimentt many questions of interest are related to the parameter p of the bino-
miall  distribution. 

oo Standard methods of estimating the model parameters from the data at hand. The pa-
rameterr p in the binomial model, for instance, can be estimated as the number 
off  occurrences divided by the number of trials. This point, combined with the 
previouss points, gives a canonical manner for linking the observed data with the 
questionn of interest. 

oo Standard methods to distinguish a real effect from mere chance, such as the Neyman-
Pearsonn approach to hypothesis testing. 

oo A toolkit of methods valuable for informal probing of data. A valuable technique for 
hypothesiss generation is to study a wide range of different (graphical) represen-
tationss of data. Exploratory data analysis and descriptive statistics offer a toolkit 
thatt serves this function. 

oo Standard methods for the collection of data in such a way that they enable reliable infer-
ences,ences, such as sampling theory and design of experiments. 

Thee canonical arguments provided by statistical method provide the building blocks 
forr the complete argumentation by which the inquirer makes his inferences. 
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1.4.11 Statistical thinking 

Sneee (1990) and — more elaborately — Wild and Pfannkuch (1999), have proposed 
'statisticall  thinking' as a model of the thought processes that play a role in quality im-
provement.. Wild and Pfannkuch use the model as a framework for statistical educa-
tion.. It is unclear whether the statistical thinking framework could function as a (pre-
scriptive)) methodological framework. Moreover, both Snee and Wild and Pfannkuch 
doo not consider statistical thinking as part of scientific method, but rather discuss it 
ass a methodology in its own. I shall not follow this approach but regard statistical 
thinkingg as part of the scientific method. However, in the appendix in chapter 21 shall 
studyy in how far the elements of the statistical thinking framework can be traced in 
thee proposed framework. 

Thee two properties of scientific method that are discussed so-far, namely the explain 
—  predict —> control pattern and the methodological rule that conjectures are tested to 
empiricall  data, provide sufficient material to state the objective of this thesis. In chap-
terr 2 scientific method is studied in more detail as a starting point to find a method-
ologicall  framework. 

1.55 Objective of the thesis 

Thee subject of study in this thesis is formed by quality improvement strategies. I take 
thee phrase 'quality improvement strategy' to mean: a coherent series of steps aimed at 
bringingg the quality of a process or product to unprecedented levels. I have chiefly an 
industriall  situation in mind. I call a quality improvement strategy statistical if: 

oo It is aimed at the discovery of relations between the quality characteristic under 
studyy and influence factors in the process. Improvement actions are derived 
fromm these relations. 

oo Conjectured relations and opportunities for improvement are tested against em-
piricall  evidence. 

Inn effect this definition states that in order for an improvement strategy to qualify as 
statistical,, it should follow scientific method, and, implicitly, statistical method and 
itss way of dealing with variation and uncertainty. The definition demarcates the type 
off  approaches that is studied in this thesis, and excludes strategies such as sampling 
inspection,, mistake proofing and feedback control, although these techniques can be 
successfullyy exploited as part of a statistical improvement strategy. The definition 
specificallyy rejects 'problem fixing' to the favour of explain — predict —» control. 
II  study solely the methodological aspects of quality improvement strategies. In partic-
ular,, I leave organisational and business aspects out of consideration. Thus, I exclude 
thee selection of projects, their financial aspects, the assurance of improvements in an 
organisation,, the training of project leaders, cultural changes within an organisation, 
ett cetera. 

Inn order to state the objective of the thesis I describe the concept of reconstruction. Both 
methodologyy and statistics are reconstruction sciences5 such as logic, law and linguis-

5Thiss discussion is based on Van den Bersselaar (1997). 
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tics.. These sciences study systems of rules that underlie certain expressions — e.g., the 
grammaticall  rules in linguistics that underlie sentences, or the rules of logic that un-
derliee logical arguments — and seek to provide a rational reconstruction of these rules. 
AA reconstruction is a representation of a certain system's rules and their coherence 
inn such a way, that this representation enables the production of correct expressions 
withinn the system. Typically, ordinary users have an intuitive understanding of the 
ruless of the system, without explicit knowledge of them. 
Primitivee reconstructions take the form of recipes or protocols; they are based on a 
systematisationn of instructions. True reconstructions have the form of a grammar; 
theyy represent the logic that underlies expressions. 
Thee objective of the study is to make a rational reconstruction of statistical improve-
mentt strategies. It should provide: 

oo Definitions of relevant concepts, 

oo Heuristics, where appropriate, and 

oo Methodological rules, where appropriate. 

Thee motivation for the research presented in this thesis is threefold. The first mo-
tivationn is the conviction that methodological aspects of quality improvement should 
bee taken beyond primitive reconstructions. Reconstructions of statistical inference and 
statisticall  analyses have a highly refined grammar based on mathematics. But method-
ologicall  descriptions in quality improvement (for example: descriptions of quality im-
provementt programmes such as Six Sigma and the Shainin System) are usually ac-
ceptedd in the form of a 'roadmap': they simply consist of a sequence of instructions. A 
truee reconstruction would supply a system of rules which demonstrates the internal 
logicc of approaches in quality improvement projects. Based on this system of rules, 
aa practitioner would be able to generate a correct approach for a given improvement 
project. . 
Thee second motivation for this research arises from the observation that methodolog-
icall  aspects of quality improvement research are not firmly grounded in the relevant 
literature,, especially literature in the philosophy of science and methodology. In this 
researchh I seek to establish connections between ideas in quality improvement and 
relevantt theory in other disciplines. I try to accomplish this by providing detailed 
references. . 
Thee third motivation is that a methodological framework for improvement strategies 
enabless researchers to tailor statistical methods to their well-defined function in the 
framework.. The last two chapters of the thesis are examples of this perspective. 

1.66 Outline of the thesis 

InIn the next chapter I build the proposed methodological framework. In the light of 
thee chosen approach, this framework is in part derived from the theory of emipirical 
inquiry.. In the third chapter, the proposed framework is critically confronted with 
thee praxis of quality improvement. The framework is applied to current popular ap-
proachess and to my consultancy experience. Furthermore, I present two case studies 
off  quality improvement projects. 
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Withinn the proposed framework various statistical techniques play an important role. 
Inn chapter 4 a statistical basis is proposed for the analysis of the well-known multi-vari 
chart.. The results of my research into the use of control charts for exploratory analysis 
off  data are presented in chapter 5. 

1.6.11 Helicopter example 

Thee theory that is developed in chapters 1 and 2 is illustrated from an example which 
hass appeared in the statistical literature more often, namely flight times of paper heli-
copterscopters (Box and Liu, 1999). The advantage of this example for illustrative purposes 
iss that it requires no specialised knowledge to be understood, and nothing more than 
standardd office supplies to be executed. The product in question is a helicopter made 
outt of paper. The initial design and resulting helicopter are displayed in figure 1.2. 
Whenn released at a distance from the floor, the helicopter starts spinning and floats 
downn to the floor. The quality characteristic that we shall study is the flight time of the 
helicopter,, longer flight times being desirable. 

S S 
CO O 

ST T 
3 3 

CO O 

Bodyy width 

Figuree 1.2 Paper helicopters: design and assembled specimen. 

Juran'ss two directions in the use of the word quality can be applied to the example. 
Qualityy of design relates to aspects of the chosen design of the helicopter. If the flight 
timee is increased by modifying the design (longer wings, for example), the quality of 
thee helicopter in this sense increases. If we prevent assembly mistakes, on the other 
hand,, we increase the average quality of conformance. 
Qualityy planning concerns the initial design of the helicopter, based on a conception 
off  the desires of a certain group of customers. Once the initial design is taken into 
production,, quality control consists of monitoring their construction and reacting to 
disturbances.. Examples of such disturbances are the use of a wrong kind of paper, 
orr mistakes made during the construction of the helicopter. Quality improvement 
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concernss a systematic and off-line effort to increase the quality of the constructed he-
licopters,, usually in the form of an improvement project. It can tackle both quality of 
designn and quality of conformance. When such a project is conducted following a sta-
tisticall  improvement strategy, the basic approach is to identify factors that influence 
thee flight time and to use this knowledge to modify the helicopter's design or the pro-
ductionn process to increase flight time. Moreover, conjectured relations between flight 
timee and influence factors are tested to empirical evidence in order to establish that 
conjecturess are right, or to learn how they should be modified if they are not. 

1.77 And how about Shewhart? 

Theree must be more than a resemblance between titles to open a thesis with a reference 
too a certain book. More important than the title of Shewhart (1939) is the intention 
too understand "(..) the operation of control as a scientific procedure" (ibid., p. 23). 
Thiss remark suggests some interesting parallels between Shewhart's work in quality 
controll  and the current thesis on quality improvement. I elaborate on this topic. Al l 
referencess are to Shewhart (1939). 
Shewhartt discerns three steps in quality control (p. 1 and p. 47): 

I.. The specification of the quality of the thing wanted; 

II .. The production of things designed to meet the specification; 

III .. The inspection of the things produced to see whether they meet the specification. 

Obviously,, II depends on I, and III on I and II , but Shewhart stresses that the pattern is 
inn fact circular: I depends on II and III (pp. 44-45). This is so because "[if ] a producer 
contractss to deliver goods within some specified range and upon applying Steps II 
andd III finds that some of his product fall outside the tolerance limits, he loses money" 
(p.. 47). Thus, he must specify a practically attainable tolerance range. This cannot be 
donee out of thin air, but requires knowledge of the possibilities of production, which 
iss revealed by inspection. Hence the dependence of I on II and III . 
Shewhartt compares steps I, II and III with 1. making a hypothesis, 2. carrying out an 
experiment,, and 3. testing the hypothesis (p. 45). This is — as we shall see in chapter 
22 — the basic approach of the scientific method. Steps I, II and III in quality control 

(..)) constitute a dynamic scientific process of acquiring knowledge. From 
thiss viewpoint, it might be better to show them as forming a sort of spiral 
graduallyy approaching a circular path which would represent the idealized 
casee where no evidence is found in Step III to indicate a need for changing 
thee specification (or scientific hypothesis) no matter how many times we 
repeatt the three steps. Mass production viewed in this way constitutes a 
continuingg and self-corrective method for making the most efficient use of 
raww and fabricated materials (p. 45). 

Thus,, the objective of the learning spiral is to bring the process in a state that enables 
thee most efficient use of raw and fabricated materials. This state implies that the pro-
cesss is in statistical control, which means that it behaves like a random process such as 
drawingg numbered chips from a bowl (pp. 9-11). A state of statistical control assures 
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(a)) that the process is predictable (in a probabilistic sense), and (b) that the variability 
inn the process is as small as economically attainable (p. 41). 
Wheree Shewhart models the process of quality control on the scientific method, the 
currentt thesis aims to do the same for quality improvement. Elements of scientific 
methodd in Shewhart's approach to quality control are: 

oo The steps hypothesis generation —* experiment —*  test of the hypothesis; 

oo The emphasis on the intrinsically cyclical nature of learning by scientific method; 

oo The emphasis on learning from mistakes. 

Learningg from mistakes — i.e., modifying a hypothesis upon the results of a test — is 
givenn operational meaning in the form of the control chart. The control chart serves 
twoo purposes: 

1.. To signal if there is evidence of an assignable cause of variation (i.e., to signal if 
learningg is possible), and 

2.. To provide clues that enable identification of the assignable cause (i.e., to facili-
tatee learning). 

Heree the difference between quality control — which is an on-line process — and qual-
ityy improvement — an off-line process — comes to light: when a quality improvement 
projectt is engaged, it is automatically assumed that learning can be achieved. 
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Appendix x 
Statisticall control and assignable causes 

"AA phenomenon that can be predicted, at least within limits associated with a given 
probability,, is said to be controlled. Prediction only becomes possible through the ac-
quisitionn of knowledge of principles or laws" (Shewhart, 1931, p. 121). Therefore, 
inn order to "(..) control quality we must make use of both exact and statistical laws" 
(ibid.,, p. 125). In these words Shewhart states the connection between control, pre-
dictionn and causal explanation. In this appendix I analyse Shewhart's ideas about the 
questionn how far an inquirer should go searching and discovering causes. 

Shewhartt on the limits of causal explanation 

AA minimal requirement for adequate quality control is that the process is predictable. 
Shewhartt gives the following definition for a process that is in a state of 'statistical 
control': : 

Forr our present purpose a phenomenon wil l be said to be controlled when, 
throughh the use of past experience, we can predict, at least within limits, 
howw the phenomenon may be expected to vary in the future. Here it is un-
derstoodd that prediction within limits means that we can state, at least ap-
proximately,, the probability that the observed phenomenon wil l fall within 
thee given limits (Shewhart, 1931, p. 6). 

Accordingg to Shewhart, an equivalent definition is provided by: "We shall assume 
thatt the necessary and sufficient condition for statistical control is that the causes of an 
eventt satisfy the law of large numbers [LLN] " (ibid., p. 146). The LLN (as stated on 
p.. 122) is an empirical fact. It says that long-term success frequencies in success-failure 
trialss converge to a certain limi t — the 'objective probability' — whenever the trials are 
donee under the same essential conditions. Empirical evidence of the existence of the 
LLNN is given on pp. 125-130. The observed long-term stability of frequencies, which is 
thee consequence of the LLN, serves as the basis for predictions, because it allows us to 
representt the empirical trials by an a priori probabilistic model, in which the observed 
objectivee probabilities are substituted for the a priori mathematical probabilities (ibid., 
p.. 130). Thus, long-term stability in the sense of the LLN is a necessary and a sufficient 
conditionn for making predictions on the basis of probabilistic models. 

AA second concept that is introduced is that of a 'constant system of chance causes'. 
Thiss is, according to p. 12 and p. 130, a system of unknown causes that produces an 
eventt in accordance with the LLN and so that the resulting probability distribution of 
thee event is independent of time. Processes that are the result of a constant system 
off  chance causes are by definition in a state of statistical control. Shewhart is not so 
clearr on the question whether there are processes which are in a state of statistical 
control,, but yet are not constant in time. When we combine, however, a constant 
systemm of chance causes with an additional known and predictable cause whose effect 
iss described by an exact law6, the result is predictable by making use of both the exact 
laww and the LLN. Such a process satisfies the definition of statistical control. Shewhart 

"Exactt law' is Shewhart's term for a natural law. 
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(1931)) provides an example of such a process on pp. 141-144. The exact law in question 
iss Pearl's law for the growth of populations. The deviations from the prescribed curve 
cann be predicted from the LLN. 

Note:: besides exact and statistical laws, Shewhart discerns empirical laws, which are 
regularitiess in time series for which no cause can be found. Shewhart remarks that 
nott much is known about these laws and refuses to use them for prediction (ibid., 
pp.. 140-141). Nowadays we know that many of such processes can be modelled 
usingg ARIMA or other time series models, and that these models can be used to make 
forecasts.. However, as long as the modelled regularity is not attributed to the effect 
off  an explanatory variable, these forecasts are based on a description of the behaviour 
off  a characteristic, not on an explanation of it. This kind of prediction is similar to the 
predictionn of a pre-newtonian person that after an ebb-tide wil l be a flood tide, without 
understandingg of the mechanism underneath this regularity. 

Thee causes that affect a phenomenon and whose existence is unknown to the inquirer 
aree called 'chance causes' (ibid., p. 7), because their effect is attributed to chance. An 
'assignablee cause of type I' is a chance cause which does not belong to a constant cause 
systemm (ibid., p. 14 and p. 146). When there are assignable causes of type I, the system 
iss unpredictable and therefore not in statistical control. Once an assignable cause is 
identifiedd it is no longer an assignable cause, but could perhaps be called an 'assigned 
cause',, although Shewhart does not introduce this (or another) term. 

Thee "(..) limi t beyond which it is not economically feasible to go in trying to eliminate 
chancee fluctuations" (p. 151) is called 'maximum control'. The definition is: "the 
conditionn reached when the chance fluctuations in a phenomenon are produced by 
aa constant system of a large number of chance causes in which no cause produces a 
predominatingg effect" (p. 151). For such a system Shewhart infers: "(..) no matter 
whatt the distribution function of a cause is, the distribution function of the resultant 
effectt wil l approach normality as the number m of causes increases indefinitely" (p. 
156).. Here, we have the model </ = // + e, with e ~ J\f(Q.cr2}. A process in a state 
off  maximum control is by definition a process that has a constant system of chance 
causes.. Processes that have a constant system of chance causes, but in which some of 
thesee causes have a predominating effect, are not in a state of maximum control. A 
predominatingg cause or group of causes forming a part of a constant system is called 
ann 'assignable cause of type II ' (p. 321). As an example, consider a process in which 
aa characteristic is the result of an aggregate of causes all having a A/"(0.1) distribution, 
pluss one cause having a A/"(0,10) distribution. This aggregate is a constant system of 
chancee causes, but the one cause having a variance of 10 is an assignable cause of type 
II . . 

Notee that all causes that are referred to are causes of variability (and patterns in variabil-
ityity are the means by which they are defined). In this sense, an influence factor such 
ass a machine setting whose value is not changed during production, does not feature 
anywheree in this model. In agreement with this, the discovery of causes is restricted 
too inductive reasoning from variation patterns in data. In chapter 2 we shall see that 
thiss restriction excludes other valuable means for discovery. 
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AA lucid symbolic representation of Shewhart's model is given by Bisgaard and Kulahci 
(1999).. They give the following general model for a characteristic y: 

yy = f(xu...,xk) + e- (1.1) 

Here,, the x1}... ,xk represent the already known explanatory variables (the 'assigned' 
causes).. The behaviour of y that is not explained by f(x\,..., ccj,) is modelled as emerg-
ingg from chance and is written as e. Although some of the behaviour of e might be es-
sentiallyy stochastic, the remainder is due to causes that we have no knowledge of (She-
whart'ss chance causes). Therefore, a more realistic representation is e(xk+i,xk+2,...). 
Assignablee causes are those chance causes that give away their existence by causing e 
too behave in a non-random way. The discovery of an assignable cause is symbolised 
byy Bisgaard and Kulahci as 

yy = f(xi,...,xk) + e(xk+1,xk+2,...). 

Shewhart'ss constant system of chance causes corresponds to the situation in which 
thee model ƒ (xi,..., xk) effectively reduces the unexplained part of the data — namely, 
ee = y — f(xi,..., xk) — to white noise. 
Shewhartt (1931) proposes five criteria that give operational meaning to the concept 
assignablee cause. The best known of these is Criterion I, which is based on the control 
chart. . 

Shiftss in the meaning of statistical control and assignable cause 

Schipperss (2000, appendix 3) remarks that in literature the terms statistical control 
andd assignable cause are associated with many properties. These properties quite fre-
quentlyy imply each other, but not always. Below I study some shifts in the interpreta-
tionn of the introduced terms. 
Shewhartt (1939, p. 25) describes a continuing and self-correcting operation to bring 
aa process in a state of statistical control. Stated briefly, the procedure specifies when 
andd how a search for an assignable cause should be started. This operation can be 
lookedd upon from two viewpoints: the statistician wil l see it as a procedure for at-
tainingg a state in which he can use statistical theory to make predictions, whereas 
thee engineer wil l see it as a means of effecting certain economies (ibid., p. 23). The 
firstt viewpoint consists of causal explanation as a basis for prediction — this was ex-
poundedd above. The second viewpoint says that the discovery of assignable causes 
enabless a more efficient use of materials. The application of Shewhart's procedure en-
suress moreover that no efforts are wasted searching for assignable causes when there 
aree none. However, the procedure has a limiting situation — the state of maximum 
controll  — in which no further variation reduction can be achieved by making use of 
thee given procedure. Shewhart (1931, p. 25) suggests that in this limiting situation 
furtherr variation reduction cannot be achieved "without changing a major portion of 
thee manufacturing process as, for example, would be involved in the substitution of 
neww materials or designs." This adds a business perspective to the methodological 
theoryy above: until a process is in statistical control, the procedure of identifying and 
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removingg assignable causes effectuates economical improvements. Once maximum 
controll  is achieved, other procedures are required. 

Demingg introduced the term 'special cause of variation' for Shewhart's assignable 
cause,, and the word 'common cause' for all chance causes that are not a special cause 
(notee that Deming's common cause is not Shewhart's chance cause). The adjective spe-
cialcial is used to emphasise that such a cause is "(..) specific to some group of workers, 
orr to a particular production worker, or to a specific machine, or to a specific local 
condition""  (Deming, 1986, note 1 on p. 310). Variation from common causes, on the 
contrary,, is not attributable to someone or some special event, but is a "fault of the sys-
tem""  (ibid. p. 314). This is illustrated from a riot in a certain prison. The explanatory 
causess that were given for the fact that the riot took place in this particular prison were 
inn fact common to a majority of prisons, and were, therefore, common causes and not 
speciall  causes (that is, they did not explain why the riot took place in the particular 
prison). . 
Ann example illustrating the same idea, is when an observed defect rate of a particu-
larr machine is taken as an incentive to look for explanations why this machine's per-
formancee is so bad, while all other machines have defect rates which are not signifi-
cantlyy different. We see that Shewhart's constancy over time is extended to constancy 
overr 'the system', which gives the relation with Shewhart's constant system of chance 
causes.. Given the defect rates of the other machines, the defect rate of the machine 
inn question could have been predicted within limits, which gives the relation with 
Shewhart'ss state of statistical control. 
Thee two notions are not completely equivalent, however. First of all, Deming's defini-
tionn is subject to some degree of arbitrariness, because it is arbitrary what is considered 
'thee system'. For example, the probability of a riot breaking out may be homogeneous 
overr all American prisons (making the underlying causes common), but the probability 
mightt be lower or higher in European prisons. Therefore, taking all prisons in Europe 
andd America as 'the system', the same causes are special causes. 
Secondly,, it was Shewhart's intention to specify how far an inquirer should go search-
ingg for explanatory causes of unexplained variation. Deming adds to this method-
ologicall  rule a number of economical and administrative implications: 

oo Responsibilities: Improvement efforts concerning common causes are the respon-
sibilityy of management, and not the worker's (Deming, 1986, pp. 321-322). The 
discoveryy of special causes of variation is usually the responsibility of someone 
whoo is connected directly with some operation that yields data for the control 
chartt (ibid., p. 320). 

oo Phasing: first a process should be brought in a state of statistical control, and 
onlyy thereupon can a process be improved (ibid., p. 321). A motivation for this 
statementt is that statistical methods which are to be used for improvement have 
aa stable process as a prerequisite (ibid., p. 312). 

Thee prescribed phasing is in part a matter of terminology: Deming refuses to call the 
removall  of special causes improvement, with the motivation that in the situation of a 
processs which is not in statistical control there is no identifiable process. But in part 
Deming'ss phasing is essential, in that dealing with common causes should not be done 
beforee all special causes are removed. I consider this demand both unnecessarily rigid 
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andd unrealistic, although I acknowledge the importance of an adequate quality control 
systemm before starting an improvement project. It is unnecessarily rigid in the view 
off  current robust and nonparametric statistical methods. Moreover, the inquirer has 
att his disposal a number of before-the-trial and after-the-trial correction mechanisms 
too deal with disturbances (randomisation, blocking, residual analysis), and when the 
effectss of common causes are large enough, they can be discerned even in the presence 
off  many disturbances. Deming's demand is unrealistic because in many processes 
variouss special causes are not removed because that is impossible or economically 
uninteresting.. In section 3.2.2 I discuss an improvement project in a process which is 
nott in statistical control. 

Inn SPC literature more shifts in the use of the terms assignable/special and common 
causee can be noted. Where Shewhart bases his definition of an assignable cause on its 
effecteffect (in particular in comparison with the effects of otherr chance causes), other defini-
tionss are based on the behaviour of the causes themselves. Moreover, Shewhart's dis-
tinctionn between assignable causes and other chance causes concerns the (unknown) 
causess of unexplained variation, but later definitions seem also applicable to known 
('assigned')) causes. Nolan and Provost (1990), for example, define common causes as 
"thosee causes that are inherently part of the process (or system) hour after hour, day af-
terr day, and affect everyone working in the process." Special causes are "those causes 
thatt are not part of the process (or system) all of the time or do not affect anyone, but 
arisee because of specific circumstances." 
Thee implications of this modified interpretation can be illustrated from the following 
example.. In cheese production long-term fluctuations in various quality character-
isticss arise as a consequence of the variable constitution of milk. The variability of 
naturall  materials as milk seems to me 'inherently part of the production process' in 
aa wide range of senses, and it certainly affects everyone in the process and hour af-
terr hour, day after day. Thus, this would qualify as a common cause for Nolan and 
Provost. . 
Forr Shewhart, if it is known that the fluctuations are due to milk properties, these 
propertiess are simply explanatory ('assigned') variables, whose effect can be described 
byy an exact law. In the representation (1.1) it is one of the xi,...,Xk- Shewhart makes 
noo statements about such (known) causes, and in particular, he does not state that they 
aree or are not inherent to the system, or whether they can be removed. His concerns 
aree about unexplained variation and rules that specify how to deal with it, not about 
explainedexplained variation and how to deal with it. 
Whenn the fluctuations are not yet explained, they are ascribed to chance. The system 
off  chance causes is then not constant in time, whence the inquirer knows that there 
iss at least one assignable cause and an inquiry should be initiated. Thus, although 
milkk properties exert their influence continuously, they are assignable causes. The fact 
thatt a cause influences a phenomenon continuously is not equivalent with Shewhart's 
criterion,, which says that its effect should be constant (cyclical patterns are mentioned 
explicitlyy by him as examples of cause systems that are not constant; Shewhart, 1931, 
p.. 132). 
Sometimes,, the fact whether a cause can be removed or not is part of the definition of 
assignablee cause. Woodall (2000) defines: " 'Assignable (or special) causes' of variation 
aree unusual shocks or other disruptions to the process, the causes of which can and 
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shouldd be removed.' Although Shewhart repeatedly states that an inquirer should 
strivee after removal of causes of variation after they are discovered, the fact whether it 
iss possible to remove an assignable cause after its discovery is for him not a defining 
property.. When a cause leaves its marks in unexplained variation it is an assignable 
cause,, whether it can be removed after its discovery or not. 

Statisticall control and assignable cause in this thesis 

Inn this thesis: 

oo I use the term assignable cause in Shewhart's sense of the (unknown) cause of a 
nonrandomm pattern in unexplained variation. 

oo I use the term improvement in a wider sense than Deming, in that the identifica-
tionn and handling of special causes is considered an improvement action as long 
ass the effort is not an opportunistic part of an on-line operation, but part of an 
off-linee project in which causes are sought systematically. 

oo I do not follow Deming's phasing (dealing with special causes prior to dealing 
withh common causes). 
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